Exec Updates
Isabelle: Co Sponsorships are still available, hackcville resume workshop.
Madhav: None
Zainab: None
Andy: Looking for panelists for the hearing on Saturday.
Ryan:
Subcommittee Reports:
P&P:
FAC: None
Data Project: None
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Topics:
Single Sanction, Voting, etc.
Ryan: What is our best course of action discussion wise?
Lucian: In the middle of a pandemic probably isn't the best time to be making large structural
changes.
Zoe: This is a time for change. More digital participation with students, more access.
Todd: This probably isn't the best year. We are already facing issues with our infrastructure and
case processing. I don’t think that the committee should be the driving force of a change instead
of the student body.
Caitlin: What might the perception be by students of putting this referenda up specifically this
year.
Zoe: We should not stay impartial, we are the people that have the voice and as representatives
we should be able to use our position to put options up. Students don't know that they can
champion these changes.
Andy: Getting people to vote will be incredibly difficult as it has been in the past. Do we have the
time to even do this.
Hunter: Honors relationship virtually is already changing.

Rohan: If we believe in the proposal this can be the time to make the change.
TCA: Is this in our purview
Isabelle: Perhaps instead of focusing on getting something on the ballot this term we do
everything we can to set up the next Committee to be successful in that endeavor and get
additional informal data on what students are looking for in terms of creating a change in our
sanctioning system
Lena: We could bring people out to vote, it can be possible. We should consider it.

Voting
What measures can we take to encourage voting.

